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Federal Communications Commission
Equipment Authorization
7435 Oakland Mills Road
Columbia, MD 21046

April 3rd 2001

Re : Dismissal FCC ID PGPOIS-W-W300303

Dear Sirs

On January 31st 2001 you received our first application (FCC ID PGPOIS-W-WR300303) which officially has
been dismissed pursuant to Section 2.917 of the Commission’s Rules due to some missing documents. This
dismissal  and the request for a new application has been issued by Linda Elliot (equipment Authorization
branch) on February 9th 2001. Although we didn’t know that some information was missing we in the
following  applied and paid on February 28th 2001 for a second time with a new Form 731 and FCC ID
PGPOIS-W-W300303 (note missing ‘R’ in the name). In the second application we sent much more
information than required just to be sure not having again some missing documents. However, for some
reasons our old application has been pursued and nothing happened with the new submitted one. After
discussion with the corresponding engineer we came to the conclusion that it makes no sense to pursue 2
identical applications and that we have to submit additional documents to the old application. Meanwhile the
relevant information has been copied in the old application file.

We herewith would like to dismiss our second application FCC ID PGPOIS-W-W300303 dated February 28th

2001 if you agree that our first application is still pursued. Additionally we requested confidentiality for our
first application which we think will be valid for the future, otherwise we would have to extend that also for the
second one.

In any case we have a delivery commitment to a customer and would not like to delay the procedure further.
By clearing the second application we think the situation is more correct in the administrative way. I hope
that in the sense of a clear and correct application and to speed up the application you can accept our
request.

Kind regards

Reto Peter

Development Manager
Identification Systems
Baumer Electric


